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Clothes
Unit objective

• Can talk about clothes
Language
Target
vocabulary

Target
structures

Revision

Clothes: baseball hat, belt, sweatshirt, tracksuit, flip-flops, sandals, T-shirt, uniform, shirt,
blouse, trainers, shorts, scarf, beanie, ski jacket, tights, woolly jumper, hiking boots
Style: fancy, plain, colourful
What are you wearing?

I’m wearing (a hat).

What’s he/she wearing?

He’s/She’s wearing (shorts).

Are you wearing (a hat)?

Yes, I am. / No, I am not.

Is he/she wearing (shorts)?

Yes, he/she is. / No, he/she isn’t.

This is my favourite (scarf).

These are my favourite (tights).

Do you like my hat?

I love my (scarf).

What a fancy hat!

What big shoes!

T-shirt, skirt, hat, jeans, trainers, dress, shoes, socks, trousers, boots, sweater,
pyjamas, coat

Receptive
language

scarf, skate, smell, snip, spoon, squid, star, swim

CLIL and Wider
World language

CLIL (materials): wool, leather, cotton, polyester
Wider World: School uniforms

Contents
Phonics

Cross-curricular contents

• sc, sk, sm, sn, sp, squ, st and sw
• blending words

• Natural Science: saying what clothes are made from; identifying

Topics

• Clothes
• Material and style of clothes
• Uniforms
Values

• Be polite!
Songs and chants

different types of material

• Language and Arts: reading a story, acting out, telling a story
• Language skills: reading and understanding information about
school uniforms

Socio-cultural aspects

• Finding out about school uniforms
• Comparing schools where pupils wear uniforms with others where
pupils don’t wear them

Learning strategies

• Chant: Hey, hey! What are you wearing? • Using previous knowledge to learn new words.
• Identifying rules about the use of the present continuous with wearing.
• Song: Where’s my red scarf?
• Logical thinking: being aware of the position of adjectives in sentences
Stories
• Creative thinking: drawing pictures and describing them
Unit
opener:
At
the
laundry
on
Space
•
• Critical thinking: thinking critically about the progress they are making
Island
• Collaborative learning: project work and pair work
Island
adventure
chapter
5
•
• Self-assessment
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Key competences
Linguistic competence: Use adjectives to describe clothes (L. 3)
Mathematical, science and technological competences: Talk about what clothes are made from (L. 7);
Identify size (L. 4)
Digital competence: Use Poptropica English Islands digital tools (L. 1 to Review)
Social and civic competence: Be polite (L. 5); Value uniforms (L. 6)
Cultural and artistic competence: Talk about wearing uniforms (L. 6)
Learning to learn: Reflect on what has been learnt and self-evaluate progress (Review)
Initiative and entrepreneurship: Develop one’s own criteria and social skills (L. 1 to Review)

Skills
Speaking

Writing

• Can recite a short, simple rhyme or chant
• Can sing a basic song from memory
• Can describe someone’s physical appearance in a
basic way, if guided by questions or prompts
• Can describe common everyday objects using simple
language
• Can ask a range of questions in guessing games to
find the answer

• Can write simple sentences about what they and

Reading

Listening

• Can read aloud short, familiar phrases with
intelligible pronunciation
• Can identify people in their immediate surroundings
or in pictures from a short, simple description of their
physical appearance and clothes
• Can follow the sequence of events in short, simple
cartoon stories that use familiar key words
• Can identify specific information related to a familiar
topic in a short, simple text

• Can recognise isolated words related to familiar topics,

others are wearing, given prompts or a model

if spoken slowly and clearly and supported by pictures or
gestures
• Can recognise familiar words and phrases in short,
simple songs or chants
• Can recognise familiar key words and phrases in short,
basic descriptions (e.g. of objects, people or animals),
if spoken slowly and clearly
• Can identify people in their immediate surroundings
or in pictures from a short, simple description of their
physical appearance and clothes

Classroom ideas

Take-home English

• Bring authentic clothes to the class (realia) and ask the

pupils to wear them to do some activities.
• Find out about material for clothes on the internet.
• Find pictures and photos of clothes and bring them to
the class.
• Bring to the classroom library books that include clothes.
• Use the Photocopiables.

• Letters for parents. When you begin Unit 5,

complete and give pupils a copy of the Unit
letter (see digital tools). This explains what
pupils are going to learn in this unit.
• Home–School Link. Encourage pupils to show
their clothes survey to their parents.

Evaluation
Self-assessment objectives
• I can identify items of clothing.
• I can ask and answer questions
about what people are wearing.
• I can write about my favourite
clothes.

Resources
• Pupil’s Book pp. 60 and 61
• Activity Book pp. 56 and 57/
Compact Activity Book p. 37
• Grammar reference (Active Teach)
• Unit 5 Extra practice (Activity Book
p. 100/Active Teach)

• Picture dictionary

(Activity Book p. 108/
Compact Activity Book p. 65)
• Test Booklet – Unit 5, p. 24
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Lesson 1

Audioscript
CD2, Track 26
LL = LAURENCE LAUNDRY
CC = CAPTAIN CONRAD FA = FASHIONISTA
LL: Hello, Captain Conrad. What are you wearing?
CC: I’m wearing my uniform. It’s white and purple
and has got a white belt. I wear this for work
every day. At home, I wear a T-shirt or a
sweatshirt and shorts.
LL: Hmm… Very clean uniform! Hello, Fashionista.
Can I help you?
FA: Yes, please. I love clothes. Have you got my pink
blouse?
LL: Here it is.
FA: Thank you. Oh, and that’s my yellow and white
tracksuit.
LL: Oh, yes, here you are. Are you wearing flip-flops?
FA: Yes, I am. You’ve got my pink sandals and my
trainers.
LL: Oh, yes.
FA: And where’s my green baseball hat?
CC: Oh, dear! PROD 1 is wearing your baseball hat!

Lesson objective
To identify items of clothing
Target language
baseball hat, belt, sweatshirt, tracksuit, flip-flops,
sandals, T-shirt, shirt, uniform, blouse, shorts
Materials
Audio; Flashcards and Wordcards – Clothes;
Learning Adventure Poster
Optional activity materials
Pictures of clothes taken from magazines;
Photocopiable 5.1

Warm-up

• Play Name it (see p. 200) to revise colours.
Learning adventure
T hin k

What do you know?

1

• Open books and ask pupils to look at the main scene.

Ask, What are we learning today? Write the lesson
objective on the board: We’re learning about items of
clothing.
• Close books. Ask pupils what English words they know
for clothes, e.g. T-shirt, jeans. Write them on the
board.
• Refer to the Learning Adventure Poster and say, Great!
You are already moving along your learning adventure!

Presentation

• Use the Flashcards – Clothes. Hold up the flashcards

in turn and say the words for pupils to repeat.
• Put the flashcards on the board. Ask pupils to close their
eyes and take a flashcard away. Ask, What’s missing?
Pupils answer. Try removing two flashcards at the same
time.
2

2:26

Listen and find. What’s missing?

• Focus on the scene. Ask questions about it, e.g. Who’s

this? (Captain Conrad, Fashionista, Laurence Laundry,
PROD 1 and PROD 2) Where are they? (At the Space
Island laundry) Have pupils find the clothes words.
• Tell pupils (in L1) that they are going to hear a
recording describing the main scene but that some
vocabulary items won’t be mentioned.
• Play the recording and ask pupils to listen to the
dialogue. Pupils find the words and identify the missing
items. (shorts)

Practice
3

2:27

Listen and point.

• Pupils look at the scene again. Explain that they will

hear sentences which include the items of clothing and
should point at them when they hear them.
• Play the recording. Pause after each sentence to give
pupils time to find and point at the items.
• Play the recording again for pupils to listen, point at
the pictures and repeat the words. Ask some confident
pupils to point and say the words for the class.
Audioscript
CD2, Track 27
I like that yellow and green shirt.
Captain Conrad is wearing a purple and white uniform.
The flip-flops are blue.
The T-shirt is red.
The shorts are red, too.
PROD 1’s wearing a green baseball hat.
The blouse is pink.
The sandals are pink, too.
The tracksuit is yellow and white.
Fashionista’s wearing a white belt.
I like these purple and pink trainers.
PROD 2’s wearing a yellow sweatshirt.
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5

5

Chant

Clothes

5

2:29

Listen and chant.

• Play the recording. Pupils listen and point to
the items.

• Play the recording again. Pause after each line

T h i nk

What do you know?

1
2

shirt

for pupils to repeat.

• Play the chant a third time. Ask pupils to

Listen and find. What’s missing?

2:26

chant along.

• If pupils feel confident, use the karaoke
version (see Active Teach).

T-shirt
shorts

tracksuit

Activity Book page 48
baseball hat

Compact Activity Book page 32
uniform

flip-flops

3

4

5

52

Listen and point.

2:27

Listen and say.

2:28

Listen and chant.

2:29

Lesson 1

2:28

Match.

• Pupils look at pictures 1–12 and match them

trainers

to the words.

ANSWER KEY
2 sandals 3 shorts 4 belt 5 sweatshirt
6 T-shirt 7 baseball hat 8 tracksuit
9 uniform 10 trainers 11 shirt
12 blouse

Hey, hey! What are you wearing?
I’m wearing a uniform.
Hey, hey! What are you wearing?
I’m wearing a sweatshirt.
Hey, hey! What are you wearing?
I’m wearing a baseball hat.
A baseball hat?
He’s wearing my baseball hat!

2
Can identify items of clothing

M05 Poptropica English Islands PB3 U05 70976.indd 52
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Listen and say.

• Focus on the labels next to each picture. Read them to the

class one by one. Pupils find the words as they hear them and
repeat them.
Audioscript
CD2, Track 28
baseball hat, tracksuit, belt, flip-flops, T-shirt, uniform,
trainers, blouse, shirt, shorts, sweatshirt, sandals

• Play the recording again for pupils to listen, point to the
pictures and repeat the words.
• Ask individual pupils to come to the board. Say, Draw a
long shirt. Draw big trainers. When the pupil has finished,
ask questions, e.g. Have you got (a long shirt)? so that both
affirmative and negative answers are given. If the pupil answers
correctly, they take your role.
• Put the Flashcards and Wordcards – Clothes in any order on the
board. Pupils come to the front, find a matching flashcard and
wordcard, stick them together and say the word.

Look and write.

• Pupils look at the clothes that each character is
wearing and complete the descriptions.
• Ask pupils to check in pairs. Then check as
a class.
ANSWER KEY
1 sandals, shirt

2 sweatshirt, hat

Learning adventure
Ask pupils, How many clothes words do
you know now? Give pupils a minute to
tell their partner the new words they know.

• Ask pupils, Where are you on your learning

adventure now? Ask pupils which words they
find easiest or most difficult to remember.
Tell pupils, Well done! to reinforce the
progress they are making.

Pop quiz
As pupils are leaving the class, show
them some real items of clothing or
pictures of clothes and ask them to describe
the item, e.g. It’s a blue sweatshirt. They’re
pink trainers.
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Lesson 2

Practice
6

Look and say True or False.

Lesson objective
To ask and answer about what people are wearing

• Focus on the three sentences and identify each of the

Target language
What are you wearing? I’m wearing (a skirt).
What is he/she wearing?
He’s/She’s wearing (shorts).
Are you wearing (a T-shirt)? Yes, I am. /
No, I’m not.
Is he/she wearing (a tracksuit)? Yes, he/she is. /
No, he/she isn’t.

• Ask pupils to find the characters in the main scene and

characters.

say whether the statements are True or False.
ANSWER KEY
1 False 2 False

sentence (true or false) for the activity. Collect the
sentences and read them for the class to solve.

Materials
Audio; Flashcards and Wordcards – Clothes

Warm-up

• Divide pupils into two teams and ask them to stand in

two lines. Whisper a clothing word to the first pupil in
each line. Ask him/her to whisper the word to the next
pupil, and so on. Ask the last pupil in each line to go to
the board and draw the item. Ask the first pupil to go
to the back of the line. Continue with other words.
• Ask pupils to look at the main scene and find the
tifftiff plant (black jacket, above PROD 2).

Learning adventure
Open books and ask pupils to look at the activities.
Ask, What are we learning today? Write the lesson
objective on the board: We’re learning to ask and
answer about what people are wearing.

Presentation
2:30

Look!

• Play the audio (CD2, Track 30) and ask pupils to listen

and follow the Look! box. Focus on the highlighted
words in the question and answer. Look together at
the word order in the question. Write another question
and answer example on the board.
• Ask pupils to look at themselves and give more
examples of what they are wearing. Write some of
them on the board.
• Pupils then copy them into their notebooks.

7

m

munic

e
at

Optional activity materials
Poster paper

3 True

• Divide the class into pairs. Pupils write one more
Co

5

Look, ask and answer.

• Ask two pupils to read out the example questions and

answers.
• Pupils work in pairs to ask and answer questions about
the clothes the characters are wearing.
• Check answers by saying the character’s names and
having pupils say the correct sentences.

Activity Book page 49
Compact Activity Book page 33
3

2:31

Listen and draw. Then colour.

• Pupils listen to Harry describing what he’s wearing and
complete the drawing accordingly.
• Play the recording, pausing where necessary to give
pupils time to draw.
• Pupils colour the picture.
Audioscript
What’s Harry wearing?
He’s wearing a baseball hat.
He’s wearing a T-shirt.
He’s wearing shorts.
He’s wearing sandals.

CD2, Track 31
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5
Pop quiz
Before the end of the lesson, play a
memory game. Ask pairs of volunteers to
face each other for five seconds, then to turn
around and stand back to back and describe
what their partner is wearing. If they usually
wear a uniform and all look the same, bring in
some props to make the game more
challenging, e.g. hats, jackets, sweatshirts, etc.

2:30

What are you
wearing?
What’s he/she
wearing?
Are you
wearing

I’m
wearing
He/She’s
wearing

a baseball hat.
sandals.

a baseball
hat?

Is he/she
wearing

sandals?

Yes, I am.
No, I’m not.
Yes, he/she is.
No, he/she isn’t.

Look and say True or False.

6
1

2

I’m wearing a
tracksuit.

Island Adventure Game

3

I’m wearing
trainers.

• Direct pupils’ attention to the ladder card.

I’m wearing a
sweatshirt.

Tell pupils to go to the Island Adventure Game
and find the item. Once pupils click on it, they
are taken to a supplementary language task.

sweatshirt

m

munic

e
at

7

Co

sandals

Look, ask and answer.

Look at PROD 2.
What’s he wearing?

He’s wearing a sweatshirt.

Is he wearing sandals?
No, he isn’t.

Lesson 2

Can ask and answer about what people are wearing
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ANSWER KEY
Pupils’ own pictures of Harry wearing the following:
a baseball hat, a T-shirt, shorts and sandals.

4

Look at Activity 3 and write.

• Pupils use their drawings from Activity 3 to complete the
questions and answers about what Harry is wearing.

• Check the answers with the class.
ANSWER KEY
1 T-shirt, shorts, sandals
2 No, isn’t
3 Yes, is
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5

Lesson 3
Lesson objective
To identify more items of clothing and words that
describe them
Target language
scarf, beanie, tights, ski jacket, woolly jumper,
hiking boots, leather, fancy, plain, colourful
Materials
Audio; Flashcards and Wordcards – Clothes;
Learning Adventure Poster
Optional activity materials
Photocopiable 5.2; Photocopiable 5.3; pictures of
people wearing a variety of different clothes taken
from magazines

Song
9

2:33

Listen and choose. Then sing.

• Play the recording for pupils to listen and follow in

their books. They point to the correct objects on the
page.
• As a class, decide on actions for the song, e.g. mime
putting on the different items of clothing.
• Play the song again for pupils to sing and do the
actions.
• Divide the class into two groups. Both groups sing the
first part of the song. Then Group A sings about what
the sister is wearing and Group B sings about what the
brother is wearing.

Practice

• Play the karaoke version of the song (see Active Teach).
Put all the clothing flashcards on the board. Point to
different items of clothing for pupils to sing the song
with different clothes words.

Warm-up

• Play the chant from Lesson 1 (CD2, Track 29). Divide
the class into two groups: one group asks the
questions, the other gives the answers.
• Revise the clothes vocabulary learnt so far.
Describe what you are wearing, making mistakes.
Pupils correct you.

Learning adventure
Open books and ask pupils to look at the activities.
Ask, What are we learning today? Write the lesson
objective on the board: We’re learning about more
items of clothing and words that describe them.

• Close books. Ask pupils what English words they know
for clothes, e.g. shorts, hat. Write them on the board.

• Refer to the Learning Adventure Poster and say, Great!
You are moving along your learning adventure!

Presentation

Activity Book page 50
Compact Activity Book page 34
5

2:34

Write. Then listen and colour.

• Pupils write the words from the wordbank next to
the correct item of clothing.

• Play the recording, pausing for pupils to colour
the clothes.

Audioscript
CD2, Track 34
He’s wearing a colourful woolly jumper. He’s
wearing brown hiking boots. He’s wearing a plain
green beanie.
She’s wearing a fancy pink ski jacket. She’s wearing
a red scarf. She’s wearing black leather shoes. She’s
wearing blue and red tights

• Teach the new vocabulary with Flashcards – Clothes.

Show the flashcards in turn, say the words and have
pupils repeat. Put the flashcards and the wordcards on
the board as you say each word.
• Say the words and pupils look in their books and point
at them.
8

2:32

Listen and repeat.

• Explain that pupils will hear a recording of the words.

ANSWER KEY
2 woolly jumper 3 hiking boots 4 scarf
5 ski jacket 6 tights
Pupils colour the pictures as follows:
jumper – many colours, hiking boots – brown,
beanie – green, ski jacket – pink, scarf – red,
shoes – black, tights – blue and red

Play it, pausing after each word for pupils to repeat.
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5
Pop quiz
8
1

2

3

4

5

beanie

scarf

ski jacket

6

7

woolly jumper

8

tights

9

leather

fancy

hiking boots

9

As pupils are leaving the class, show
them pictures from a fashion magazine
with models wearing a variety of clothing. Ask
each pupil to make a true sentence about the
models, e.g. He’s wearing a scarf. She’s
wearing a blue dress.

Listen and repeat.

2:32

10

plain

colourful

Listen and choose. Then sing.

2:33

Where’s my red scarf? Where’s my red scarf?
I’ve got my old blue
my coat and my

/

/

.

,

But not my red scarf! Not my red scarf!
My sister’s in the bedroom.

What’s she wearing? She’s wearing my

/

.

Is she wearing my scarf? No, she isn’t. No, no, no!
My brother’s in the garden.

What’s he wearing? He’s wearing my

/

Is he wearing my scarf? Yes, he is. Yes, yes, yes!

.

Hey, that’s my scarf!

54

Lesson 3

Can identify more items of clothing and words that describe them
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Look at Activity 5 and write.

• Pupils use their pictures from Activity 5 and words from the

wordbank to complete the questions, answers and sentences.
• Ask pairs of pupils to read the questions and answers.
ANSWER KEY
1 fancy
2 He’s, plain
3 she, leather, she is
4 she, colourful, she isn’t

Learning adventure
Ask pupils, How many words for clothes do you know now?
Give pupils a minute to tell their partner the new words
they know.

• Ask pupils, Where are you on your learning adventure now?

Ask pupils which words they find easiest or most difficult to
remember. Tell pupils, Well done! to reinforce the progress they
are making.
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Lesson 4

Audioscript
CD2, Track 36
BOY: This is my favourite woolly jumper. It’s green
and orange… and these are my favourite
hiking boots. They are new. I love my hiking
boots!
GIRL: These are my favourite tights. They are
colourful… and this is my favourite scarf.
It’s red and blue. I love my scarf!

Lesson objectives
To talk about my favourite clothes
To use Do you like… ? and I like/love…
Target language
This is my favourite (T-shirt). These are my
favourite (tights). I love my (sandals).
Materials
Audio; Flashcards – Clothes and Style
Optional activity materials
Coloured card

• Play the recording a second time, pausing after each
sentence for pupils to repeat.

Look!

2:37

• Play the audio (CD2, Track 37) and ask pupils to listen
• Prepare sets of wordcards with the clothing items

mentioned in the song from Lesson 3. Play the song
(CD2, Track 33). Ask pupils to listen and hold up the
correct cards when they hear the words mentioned in
the song.

Open books and ask pupils to look at the activities.
Ask, What are we learning today? Write the lesson
objective on the board: We’re learning to talk about our
favourite clothes.

Presentation
Look!

2:35

• Play the audio (CD2, Track 35) and ask pupils to listen
and follow the Look! box.

• In pairs, pupils describe their favourite clothes

to each other. Ask some pupils to describe their
favourite clothes for the class. Write their sentences
on the board.
• Pupils copy the sentences into their notebooks.
10

2:36

Listen and find. Then say.

Practice
11

m

munic

e
at

Learning adventure

and follow the Look! box. Focus on the Look! box and
the speech bubbles in Activity 11. Explain that we can
use What with an adjective for emphasis, to draw
attention to how big/fancy/beautiful something is.
• Ask pupils to make a few similar sentences.

Co

Warm-up

Read and say True or False. Then talk
about the pictures.

• Focus on the pictures. Elicit or explain the meaning of

costume party.
• Pupils read the text. Ask questions to check
comprehension, e.g. Is Hilda wearing her favourite
skirt? Is Ben a pirate?
• Pupils read the sentences and decide if they are True or
False. They then check answers in pairs.
• Go through the answers with the whole class.
• Ask pupils to practise reading the texts in pairs.
One pupil is Hilda and the other is Ben.
ANSWER KEY
1 True
2 False. He’s wearing a big yellow T-shirt.
3 False. She’s wearing black leather shoes.
4 True

• Pupils listen to a recording of two children describing

what’s in their suitcases. They must listen and find the
clothes that are being described.
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5
5

2:35

This is

my favourite

These are

ANSWER KEY
Pupils tick: blouse, glasses, baseball hat,
belt, jeans.
2 Yes, she is.
3 No, she isn’t.
4 Yes, she is.

scarf.
tights.

Do you like my hat?
I love my beanie.

10

This is my favourite scarf.
It’s red and blue.

Listen and find. Then say.

2:36

8

• Pupils complete the first sentences using the

2:37

words from the wordbank.

What a fancy hat!

• Check answers with the class.

m

munic

e
at

Co

What big shoes!
11

Write.

Read and say True or False. Then
talk about the pictures.

ANSWER KEY
1 This is 2 I love, my favourite

What a fancy hat!
What big shoes!
Hi. I’m Hilda. I’m a pirate. I’m wearing
a plain white shirt and a black and red
skirt. This is my favourite skirt.
I’m wearing black leather shoes and
white socks. Do you like my fancy hat?

9

• Pupils read the list of clothes. They tick the
clothes they like.

I’m Ben. I’m a clown. My hair is orange.
I’m wearing a big yellow T-shirt and big blue
trousers. These are my favourite shoes. And
I love my colourful bow tie.
Do you like it?

1

She’s wearing a plain white shirt.

3

She’s wearing brown leather shoes. 4

Lesson 4

2

Tick (✓) your favourite clothes.

• Discuss pupils’ responses as a class.
Pop quiz

He’s wearing a big green T-shirt.
He’s wearing big blue trousers.
Can talk about my favourite clothes

M05 Poptropica English Islands PB3 U05 70976.indd 55
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Activity Book page 51

Before the end of the lesson, ask pupils
to look through fashion magazines and
choose a favourite item to show the class and
say, e.g. This is my favourite skirt. I love these
sandals.

Compact Activity Book page 35
7

2:38

Look and tick (✓).
(
Then listen and circle.

• Pupils look at the picture and tick the items of clothing that
they see.

• Play the recording. Pause after each question for pupils to circle
the correct answer.

Audioscript
CD2, Track 38
1 Is she wearing fancy glasses?
2 Is she wearing a plain baseball hat?
3 Is she wearing a fancy blouse?
4 Is she wearing plain trainers?

• Play the recording again for pupils to check their answers.
• Go through the answers with the class.
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Lesson 5
Lesson objectives
To understand and act out a simple story

12 BEFORE Look

and find. What’s in the story?

1

2

Value
To understand the importance of being
polite

4

5

3

Target language
… is wearing…
13

Functional language
There! Ha, ha! Look… it’s up there!

WHILE Listen

2:39

1

and read.
2

The red trickster is here.
He’s got the tifftiff plant.

Materials
Audio; Unit 4 and 5 Story cards;
Flashcards – Clothes

Look at the
red shirt!

Let’s find him.
Come on!

Optional activity materials
Photocopiable 5.4

Quick!

3

Warm-up

There! Behind the jeans!
It’s the red trickster!

• Ask pupils (in L1) what they can remember

about the story from Unit 4. Ask who they
visited at home (Fid ). Encourage them to
describe Fid’s house.

BEFORE

story?

56

Lesson 5
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Read and choose.

• Tell pupils that they will read six sentences about the story and

Presentation
12

4

No, it’s a jacket,
a red jacket.

Learning adventure
Open books and ask pupils to look at the
story. Ask, What are we learning today?
Write the lesson objective on the board: We’re
reading a story about Kim and Katy at Space
Island laundry.

Hee, hee! You
can’t catch me!

Look and find. What’s in the

• Ask pupils to look at the pictures. Say the

words for students to repeat.
• Tell pupils to look for these objects in the
story. Repeat What’s in the story? Is there
(a blue dress with flowers) in the story?
ANSWER KEY
Pictures 1, 4 and 5 are in the story.

that they will need their notebooks.
• Read sentence 1 aloud to pupils. Give pupils time to look at
picture 1. Then say, It’s the red trickster. Write the correct
sentence on the board and have pupils copy it in their notebooks.
• For sentences 2–6, have one pupil read out each sentence to
the class. Then give pupils time to write the correct sentence in
their notebooks. Check answers in pairs or as a class.
ANSWER KEY
1 The red trickster 2 behind 3 A red jacket 4 fancy
5 PROD 2 6 a dress
Collabo

2:39

WHILE

Listen and read.

• Show Unit 5 Story cards. Ask the Before

listening to the story questions. Pupils predict
what will happen in the story.
• Play the recording. Ask if their predictions
were correct.
• Ask the After listening to the story questions
and discuss.

te
ra

13

15

Act out the story.

• Divide the class into five groups. Play the recording again. Each
group reads the part of their character.

• Ask for volunteers. They come to the front and act out the
story. Encourage pupils to say the lines from memory.
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5
5
5

Oh, no! This
isn’t a dress!

6

The red
trickster!
Ha, ha!

Where’s the
tifftiff plant?

1
2

and choose.

The red trickster

3

The red trickster

4

There’s a fancy

5
6

Katy

has got the tifftiff plant.

The trickster is wearing

Kim

PROD 2

behind

A red jacket
plain

the blue skirt.

is behind the jeans.

dress.

a jacket

• Tell pupils that they will work in pairs.
• Demonstrate the first example to the class.

Activity Book page 52

has got the red trickster.

PROD 2 is wearing a dress

.

10

e
at

Collabor

Act out the story.

15

1

When we get a present, we say …

2

When we hurt someone, we say …

a

c

Please.

and answer the question. They write their
answers in their notebooks. (No, he isn’t.)

b

Thank you.

11

You’re welcome.

3

When we ask for something, we say …

4

When someone says, ‘Thank you’, we say …

d

Unscramble and write.

• Pupils unscramble the sentences and write

I’m sorry.

Can understand and act out a simple story
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Read the story again. Is PROD 2
wearing a red shirt? Write.

• Pupils look at the story again to find information

Be polite!

Read and say.

16

Read and say.

Invite a volunteer to the front of the class and
mime giving them a present. Ask, When we
get a present, we say… (Thank you).
• Go through situations 2–4, each time inviting
a volunteer to the front and miming the
situation.
• Place pupils in pairs and give them time to go
through and practise. Have one person read
out the text from the Pupil’s Book and the
other provide the answer. Then have pupils
swap roles. Monitor pairwork, encouraging
pupils to mime if they would like.

Oh, no! Look,
it’s up there!

PROD 2 is wearing
a dress. Ha, ha!

14 AFTER Read

16

57

them correctly in the speech bubbles. They
may refer back to the story in their Pupil’s
Books, if necessary.

2/3/19 22:00

Extension questions
Think of a question that has the answer, No, he isn’t. Write,
No, he isn’t. on the board, but don’t tell the pupils the
question. Pupils need to find the correct question for your
answer. Possible questions are: Is Kim wearing shorts? Is PROD 2
happy? Is PROD 1 wearing a baseball cap? Is the trickster wearing
a scarf? Accept all suggestions before revealing the question you
had been thinking about.

Practice

• Books closed. Hold up the first story card. Point at Katy. Pupils

say what she says. Help if necessary. Repeat with different story
cards and characters. Pupils open their books and look at the
story to see how well they remembered it.
• Put the story cards in random order on the board. With books
closed, ask, Which picture is first/second/third? Number the
pictures on the board. Pupils open their books and check.

Values

• Explain to the class the meaning of being polite. Ask pupils to
give examples of ways to be polite, e.g. Say please and thank
you! Don’t talk when the teacher is speaking! Listen to other
people!

ANSWER KEY
1 He’s got the tifftiff plant.
2 Look at the red shirt!
3 There! Behind the jeans!
4 PROD 2 is wearing a dress.

12

Look and write.

• Pupils look at the picture and write their

answers to the questions using the words in
the wordbank.
ANSWER KEY
2 No, she isn’t. She’s wearing a uniform.
3 Yes, he is. 4 Yes, he is.

Pop quiz
Before the end of the lesson, ask pupils if
they can remember what clothes were in
the laundry. Can they describe them? Possible
answers include: There’s a blue and yellow dress.
There’s a red jacket. There are blue jeans.

123
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Lesson 6
Lesson objective
To talk about school uniforms
Cross-cultural focus
School clothes in other countries
Materials
Audio; Cross-curricular posters; a map of the world
or a globe; old clothes (brought in by pupils); a piece
of writing paper for each pupil

Practice
19

Read and say True or False.

• Pupils read the text again, read the sentences and then
say if they are True or False. They can do this in pairs.
Then ask pairs to read out the sentences and answers.
• Pupils can also make up additional sentences for their
partner or the rest of the class to answer True or False.
ANSWER KEY
1 False 2 False 3 False

4 False

Optional activity materials
Photocopiable 5.6

Project

e
at

Collabor

Make a class survey.

Warm-up

20

• Discuss uniforms with the class (in L1). Is there a

• Read the project instructions with the class and check

uniform for the school? If not, would pupils like to
wear one? What other people wear uniforms? In which
countries do they think pupils wear uniforms at school?

Learning adventure

understanding.

• Pupils can work in pairs or small groups to write their
survey.

• They then present their results to the class, e.g. Two

people like our school uniform. But Carlos doesn’t like it.
You may also wish to give pupils feedback on
their project.

T hin k

What do you know?

17

• Open books and ask pupils to look at the activities.

Ask, What are we learning today? Write the lesson
objective on the board: We’re learning about school
uniforms.
• Close books. Ask pupils what English words they
know for uniforms, e.g. blue shirt, blue trousers, etc.
Write them on the board.
• Refer to the Learning Adventure Poster and say, Great!
You’re moving along your learning adventure!

Home–School link

• Tell the results of your survey to your family.
Activity Book page 54
Compact Activity Book page 36
17

Presentation

• Ask pupils to look at the texts and say where the

children come from. Write the names of the countries
on the board (Spain, the UK). Then ask the class to help
you locate them on the map or globe. Ask what other
countries they have read about in the book.

18

2:46

Listen and read.

• Play the recording. Pupils listen to the children

speaking about their clothes and follow the texts in
their books.
• Play the recording again, stopping after each text.
Ask a few comprehension questions, e.g. Is Emma
wearing a school uniform? Does she like her bag?

10

Read and colour.

• Pupils read the texts. They then match each text with
the corresponding picture and colour the pictures
accordingly. When they have finished, they show the
results to their partners.
ANSWER KEY
Clara: black trousers, red T-shirt, black trainers
Jiaming: blue shorts, black shirt, grey shocks, brown
sandals

18

11

Read and write T = True or F = False.

• Pupils read the sentences and mark them True or False,

referring back to the texts if necessary.
• Go through the answers with the class.
ANSWER KEY
2T 3F 4T 5F

6T

124
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5
W i d e r World

Project success criteria

School
uniforms

Make sure that pupils understand the steps
to success for the project, to enable them
to carry out the project successfully and
to the best of their ability. For example,
instead of just asking them to create
a poster, give them clear step-by-step
instructions.

T h i nk

18

What do you know?

17

2:46

Listen and read.
2

1
I’m Scott and I’m from
the UK. My school is
in Oxford and we’ve
got uniforms. Here I’m
wearing my uniform.
It’s a blue shirt, grey
trousers and a blue
jacket. I’m also wearing
my black school shoes.
When I’m at home
I wear a T-shirt, blue
jeans and trainers.
My favourite
T-shirt is red.

I’m Emma and
I’m from Canada.
I’m not wearing
a uniform. In my
school we haven’t
got uniforms.
Here I’m wearing a
pink shirt and my
favourite blue jeans.
I’ve got my pink bag!
I love it! Pink is my
favourite colour.

Show pupils what is required of them. Some
pupils may need more support to keep in
mind all the key elements of a successful
project. Other pupils may be aware of
the key elements but may require further
suggestions to motivate them to improve.
Above all, project work is a chance for
pupils to produce the language they have
been learning in class, and will provide
useful assessment and remediation
opportunities.

Read and say True or False.

19

1

Emma is wearing a uniform.

2

Scott isn’t wearing a uniform.

3

Emma’s wearing a T-shirt.

4

Scott’s wearing sandals.
HOME

SCHOOL
SCHOOL

LINK

Tell the results of your
survey to your family.

e
at

Collabor

1 Draw the table.
2 Write four questions for your survey.
3 Ask three friends your questions.
4 Present your results to the class.

58

Feedback

Make a class survey.

20

like
wear Do you
What do you
YOU R
uniforms?
school?
FRIENDS to
,
a blouse, a skirt
No
e socks,
MARISA whit
leather shoes

irt
my pink T-sh

FRE D

Lesson 6

Can talk about school uniforms
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19

Let pupils know what they have done
successfully and what they can improve
upon. For example:

favourite
What’s your
?
item of clothing

12

2/3/19 22:00

Write about yourself.

• Pupils complete the sentences to describe what they are
wearing.

Pop quiz
As pupils are leaving the class, ask them to make a
sentence about Emma or Scott, e.g. Emma has got a pink
bag. Scott is wearing blue trousers.

Good! Your pictures are interesting and
colourful. Draw a frame for each picture.
Write a heading at the top of your poster.
Create feedback messages on stickers or
pieces of paper, which you can hand out to
pupils. For example:
Giving pupils feedback about what they
have done successfully and what they need
to improve upon can lead to a positive
impact on their achievement.

125
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Lesson 7

Practice
22

Cross-curricular focus
Natural Science (materials)
Target language
wool, leather, cotton, polyester
What’s the (belt) made from? It’s made from
(leather).
Materials
Audio; CLIL poster; Learning Adventure Poster
Optional activity materials
Audio; Digital tool; Wordcards – Clothes;
Photocopiable 5.7; Learning Adventure Poster

Warm-up

• Focus on the CLIL poster. Ask pupils to find the

Learning adventure
T hin k

21

What do you know?

• Open books and ask pupils to look at the activities.

Ask, What are we learning today? Write the lesson
objective on the board: We’re learning about the
materials clothes are made from.
• Close books. Ask pupils what they know about the
different materials their clothes are made from.
Write their ideas on the board.
• Refer to the Learning Adventure Poster and say, Great!
You are already moving along your learning adventure!

Presentation

• Tell the class that today’s lesson is about how clothes

• Play the five paragraphs. Pupils follow in their books.
Stop after each paragraph for pupils to find the
corresponding picture.
• In pairs, pupils read the sentences and decide
whether they are True or False. Check answers with
the whole class.
ANSWER KEY
1 True 2 False 3 False

23

4 True

Look and answer.

• Focus on the text and the pictures from Activity 22.
Do the first question as an example with the class.
Pupils work independently to answer the rest of
the questions.
• Check answers with the class.
ANSWER KEY
1 Wool 2 Leather 3 Cotton

24

m

4 Polyester

munic

e
at

pictures and words covered in the previous unit.
Ask them (in L1) to recall what they learnt.
• Play a guessing game to revise clothes. Choose a
pupil without saying the name. Pupils must guess
who it is by asking questions, e.g. Is he/she wearing
a blue jumper? If your school has a uniform, choose a
character from the main illustration in Pupil’s Book
p. 52 for pupils to guess.

Listen and read. Then say True or False.

2:47

Co

Lesson objective
To understand a text about materials

What materials are your clothes made
from? Talk with a friend.

• In pairs, pupils take turns describing the clothes they
are wearing and the materials they are made from.

• Check answers with the whole class.
Activity Book page 55
20

Match.

• Pupils look at the pictures and read the words.

They draw lines to match each item of clothing with
the correct material. Point out that there are two
matches for each word.
• Check answers with the class.
ANSWER KEY
1 wool 2 cotton
6 leather

3 leather 4 wool

5 cotton

are made. In pairs, pupils read the text. Ask them to
underline the words they don’t know.
• Point to the words below the pictures in Activity 22
and have pupils point and repeat them.
• Call out the words below the pictures. Pupils have to
show the correct picture to the class.
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5
5

T h i nk

What do you know?

21

22

Listen and read. Then say True or False.

2:47

Clothes are made from different materials
like leather, wool, cotton or polyester.

wool

adventure now? Ask pupils which words they
find easiest or most difficult to remember.
Tell pupils, Well done! to reinforce the
progress they are making.

Cotton is made from plants. Lots of
T-shirts and dresses are made from cotton.
Polyester is a man-made material because
it is not made from animals or plants.

Pop quiz
Play Who’s the fastest? using the
Flashcards – Clothes (see p. 201), calling
out items of clothing and the material they are
made from.

cotton
polyester

1

Wool is made from animal fur.

2

Leather is made from animal hair.

3

Cotton is made from trees.

4

Polyester is not made from

Extension questions

animals or plants.

What’s the jumper made from?

2

What’s the belt made from?

3

What’s the T-shirt made from?

4

What’s the blouse made from?

m

• Questions which do not have a definite

What materials are your clothes made from?
Talk with a friend.

Lesson 7

Can understand a text about materials
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21

Examples of extension questions are:

munic

e
at

Co

1

24

Ask pupils questions which will help to
develop their engagement and extend their
thinking.

Look and answer.

23

59
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Draw four items of clothing. Then write.

• Pupils draw an item of clothing in each frame that is made from
the material given. They show their pictures to their partners
and describe what they have drawn, e.g. This is a jumper. It’s
made from wool. This is a belt. It’s…
• Pupils write sentences describing the materials the items of
clothing are made from.
ANSWER KEY
Pupils’ own pictures
Possible sentences:
1 The jumper is made from wool.
2 The shoes are made from leather.
3 The T-shirt is made from cotton.
4 The dress is made from polyester.

Ask pupils, What do you know about the
materials clothes are made from now?
Give pupils a minute to think of ideas with
their partner. Accept any answers and
promote discussion.

• Ask pupils, Where are you on your learning

Wool is made from animal fur.
There are lots of clothes made from wool
like jumpers or gloves.

Leather is made from animal skins. Lots of
belts and bags are made from leather.

leather

Learning adventure

Yes/No answer, and could elicit a range of
answers (e.g. Which is the odd one out?).
• Statements for pupils to agree or
disagree with, giving reasons (e.g. Dogs
are better than cats).
• Giving the answer, for pupils to work out
possible questions leading to that answer
(e.g. Answer: Five. Possible question: How
many cousins do you have?).
• Point of view, encouraging pupils
to imagine things from different
perspectives (e.g. How do you think the
boy felt?).
This type of questioning requires pupils to
use higher cognitive skills than just factual
recall, and helps to illustrate their learning.

127
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Review
Lesson objective
To assess and use what I have learnt in Unit 5
Materials
Audio; Flashcards – Clothes and Style; Learning
Adventure Poster
Optional activity materials
Flashcards – Clothes and Style; Weather poster;
Grammar reference; Test Booklet p. 24 (Unit 5)

Warm-up

• Put the clothes flashcards face up on your desk.

Write jumbled clothing words on the board. Invite
pupils to come to the front to write the word correctly,
find the correct flashcard and stick it next to the word.

Learning adventure

• Ask, How many words for clothes can you remember?
Write pupils’ answers on the board.
• In pairs, pupils discuss how they feel about their
learning adventure. Individual pupils say where they
are on their learning adventure and what they think
their difficulties are.
Practice
25

2:48

Listen and find. Then say the name.

• Pupils look at the pictures and talk about what the
children are wearing.

• Play the audio. Pupils listen and find the corresponding
child from the descriptions they hear.

Audioscript
CD2, Track 48
1 I’m wearing a woolly jumper and hiking boots.
Who am I?
2 I’m wearing a plain sweatshirt and fancy flip-flops.
Who am I?
3 I’m wearing a sweatshirt and a baseball hat.
Who am I?
4 I’m wearing a pink shirt and colourful tights.
Who am I?
5 I’m wearing a beanie and a colorful scarf. I’m
wearing a ski jacket. Who am I?
6 I’m wearing my school uniform. I’ve got a fancy
hat, a dress, and sandals. Who am I?

words they couldn’t remember.
ANSWER KEY
a3 b6 c2 d4

26

e5

f1

Unscramble the words to make questions.
Write the answers in your notebook.

• Do item 1 as a class. Write the first word as a clue

on the board, then have pupils come up to the board
and write one word at a time. Ask pupils to copy the
first example in their notebook. Then have them work
individually for items 2–4. Check answers as a class or
in pairs.
ANSWER KEY
1 What’s your friend wearing?
2 What are your favourite clothes?
3 Are you wearing leather shoes?
4 Have you got hiking boots?

27

m

munic

e
at

Open books and ask pupils to look at the activities.
Ask, What are we learning today? Write the lesson
objective on the board: We’re thinking about our
learning adventure.

• In pairs, pupils help each other remember any of the

Co

5

What are you wearing? Draw and write.
Give your text to your teacher and play
a class guessing game.

• On a sheet of A4 paper, pupils draw themselves in

the clothes they are wearing and write a description.
When they have finished they give their picture and
description to the teacher.
• Shuffle the pieces of paper and read the first example
out to the class, one clue at a time. See who guesses
correctly. Then have that pupil read out the next text
to the class, etc. Encourage pupils to use language as
suggested in the speech bubble in Activity 27 to justify
their chosen person. The activity could be made more
competitive by splitting the class into teams A and B.
Each team scores a point if they are the first to guess
correctly and explain why.

Activity Book page 56
Compact Activity Book page 37
22

13

Look and write.

• Pupils write the correct names of clothes, using the
words in the word bank. Check answers as a class.

ANSWER KEY
2 sandals 3 scarf 4 beanie 5 tracksuit 6 blouse
7 woolly jumper 8 tights
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5
Pop quiz
25

Listen and find. Then say the name.

2:48

a

b

Rob

c

Suzy

d

Beth

e

Lulu

Play What’s different? Ask three pupils to
come to the front of the class. Ask a
fourth pupil to look at their clothes carefully
then go out of the classroom. While the fourth
pupil is outside, one of the three pupils puts on
an extra item of clothing or two pupils swap
items of clothing. The fourth pupil returns to
the classroom and guesses what’s different
(e.g. Ana’s wearing a red jumper!) Continue the
game in groups of four or five.

f

Harry

Matt

Unscramble the words to make questions.
Write the answers in your notebook.

26

/ wearing / What’s / friend / ?

your
clothes

3

Are

/ leather / you / shoes / wearing / ?

4

got

/ Have / hiking / you / boots / ?

m

/ What / your / are / favourite / ?

munic

e
at

Co

1
2

27

I C AN
T!
DO IT!

What are you wearing? Draw and write. Give your text
to your teacher and play a class guessing game.
I’m wearing a plain woolly jumper and a
colourful T-shirt. These are my favourite
trousers. They’re green.

It’s Dani! He’s wearing a woolly
jumper and green trousers.

60

Review
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14

Can assess what I have learnt in Unit 5
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Read and write.

• Pupils complete the dialogues by writing the missing questions
or answers. Check answers as a class.
ANSWER KEY
2 Is he wearing a T-shirt?
3 No, he isn’t. He’s wearing shorts.
4 Is he wearing a baseball hat?

Learning adventure
Ask pupils, How do you feel about listening and speaking
about clothes now? Give pupils a minute to tell their
partner. Ask the class what they find easiest or most difficult to
say or listen. Tell pupils, Well done! to reinforce the progress
they are making.
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5
Learning adventure
Ask pupils how they feel about reading and
writing from the last unit and what they think
their difficulties are. Encourage them to discuss in pairs
before discussing as a class.

Practice
28

Read. Is Eva wearing fancy trainers?

• Explain that a girl, Eva, has written the text and include
a photo.

• Read the text aloud to the class. Check understanding

of words and structures. Read the text again, this time
asking different volunteers to read a sentence.
• Now ask pupils, Is Eva wearing fancy trainers? Pupils
raise arms and elicit answers.
ANSWER KEY
2 Yes, she is.

Activity Book page 57
24

Draw and colour your favourite clothes.

• Pupils draw their favourite clothes in the photo frame
and colour them.

25

Write about your favourite clothes.

• Revise the words fancy, colourful, plain and leather.

Ask, Have you got a fancy hat? Do you like plain/
colourful clothes? What are your shoes made from?
Pupils
complete the sentences about their favourite
•
clothes.
26

Pretend you're wearing your favourite
clothes. Write.

• Pupils write a short description as if they were wearing
their favourite clothes.

• Ask some pupils to read out their texts to the class.
Activity Book page 100 (Extra practice)

29

In your notebook, write about your favourite
clothes.

• Read the three writing instructions to pupils for

planning, writing and checking their work. Remind
them to follow these during their writing.
• Ask pupils to complete their text individually in their
notebooks.
• Monitor the class and help pupils with ideas.
• Remind them to check their work once they have
completed their text. Fast finishers could read and
check each other’s work.
30

Share your work with the class.

• Encourage pupils to read their work to the class.

Reinforce positive behaviour by having pupils
congratulate each other on their work. Use language
for example: Well done! Great work! Congratulations!
Excellent progress!

1

Write clothes words.

• Brainstorm clothes with the class. Then have pupils

work in pairs to think of and write down eight more
clothes words.

2

Write about you're and a friend.

• Divide the class into pairs. They look at what they are
wearing and complete the sentences.

3

Read and write about yourself.

• The pupils read the questions and write the answers.
They compare their answers in pairs.

4

Draw your favourite clothes. Then write.

• Pupils draw themselves wearing their favourite clothes.
Then they complete the sentences. Compare answers
with the class.
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5
5
Read. Is Eva wearing fancy trainers?

28

1

2

Yes, she is.

No, she isn’t.

3

Eva doesn’t say.

M y favo u r i t e c lot h es

By Eva

Hello! I’m Eva and I’m from Granada. I love my green
trousers and my colourful shirt. They’re my favourite
clothes! I love my white T-shirt, too. I’m wearing it now.
Do you like it? I’m also wearing my favourite fancy pink
trainers. I love my colourful green and orange ski jacket
but I’m not wearing it today! It’s hot and I’m not skiing!

In your notebook, write about
your favourite clothes.

29

1
Pla n
2

30

Share your work
with the class.

they?
• What is it? What are
?
• What are you wearing
ring?
• What aren’t you wea
My favourite clothes are…

Write
3
Check ✔

I love my…
It’s/They’re…
…
I’m wearing/not wearing
• Correct spelling?
• Clear handwriting?

I love my plain purple
trousers and my green shirt.
They’re my favourite clothes!
Do you like it? I’m also
wearing my black shoes
I love my colourful baseball
hat but I’m not wearing it
today!

I can identify and describe items of clothing.
I can ask and answer about what people are wearing.
I can write about my favourite clothes.
Can use what I have learnt in Unit 5
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Learning adventure
Ask pupils how they feel about their learning. Pupils say
what they have found easy or difficult. Encourage pupils to
feel positively about their learning.

• Pupils say the I can statements in the Pupil’s Book, and point

to the faces to represent how confident they feel about each
learning objective. Then they colour each bar in the Activity
Book.
• Put up the Learning Adventure Poster. Ask, Where are you on
your learning adventure now? Pupils discuss where they think
they are. Tell them, Well done! to reinforce their progress.

Pop quiz
In groups of four, pupils tell the others the answers to the
following questions: Which is your favourite activity in the
unit? Why? Which activity don’t you like? Why? What is your
favourite new word? Which word is the most difficult for you?

• In groups of four, pupils discuss the answers to the questions.
• Groups share their answers with the class.
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